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Ed Salvato
 Welcome!
 Who am I?

 EdSalvato.com/TravelShows for PDF
 Follow me at Twitter.com/EdSalvato

 What we’ll cover
 Demos
 Trends
 How, what, where of gay travel
 Marketing opportunities, challenges

 Please ask questions any time

I'm Ed Salvato, former editor in chief of Out Traveler and Out & About and
current editor of EdSalvato.com. Find me on Twitter at @EdSalvato

For the first time since research has been collected on the subject, gay travel
actually decreased from 2008 to 2009 and from 2009 to 2010. But the rate of
decrease was much les than that of straight travelers. Plus the rate slowed
substantially last year. The research strongly suggests that 2011 will be a big
year for LGBT travel. We'll talk about destinations, cruises, tours, events, and
hotels you need to know to sell to this resilient, lucrative and growing segment.

•Gay travel segment demos and stats
•Gay travel demand
•How gays travel
•What gays purchase and how
•What is the opportunity for travel agents
•Challenges
•Marketing to LGBT travelers

•I will post a PDF version of this presentation to my site
EdSalvato.com/travelshows.
•Before we leave this slide, one final comment to reiterate: Please ask
questions anytime. Raise your hand and grab the mike or really project
that voice!
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Gay Market Big (and Growing)
 Overall $65 B
 Spent on last vacation $800 (vs $540)
 # trips/yr: 5
 # hotel stays: 15 nights (median)
 Purchased airline ticket 92%
 Have passport 81%
 Rented car at least once 67%
 Took cruise 18%
 Have children < 18 years in HH:   6%

By gay I mean gay and lesbian

Demand for travel up; demand for luxury travel up (talk about in a bit)

More disposable time and money

Fewer kids underscores more time and money

Recent research by Community Marketing indicates pent up demand for travel
in 2011: Participants in the survey expressed strong interest in travel in 2011,
and indicated that purchasing a delayed major vacation was more important
than purchasing other items like cars, furniture or clothing.

They travel a lot and spend a lot of money!

Source: community marketing inc
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Trends
 Gay-specific product
 Small gay groups celebrating
 Gay families
 Gays with straights together
 Gays purchasing mainstream
 Luxury travel
 Event travel (pride, ski, conferences, more)
 Pet travel

Gay solo, couple or groups: gay-specific trips, events, tours, destinations,
guesthouses
Small gay groups celebrating milestone
Gay families (two dads or moms) (gay and straight options)
Gay solo, couples traveling with straights family and friends (more and more,
especially young)
* Gay solo travelers, couples or groups via mainstream travel (next slide)

Luxury
Anecdotal but more and more upmarket product targeted to gay travelers (as
we’ll see0

Events: mention pride (big); gay ski; rodeos; sporting events; conferences; gay
groups in big mainstream conferences; HRC dinners

Pride: Over 20% of LGBT travelers indicated that they traveled to
another city and spent a night or more to attend Pride events in the past
12 months. LGBTs age 21-35 also find Pride a valuable experience,
and are slightly more likely to travel for these events than older LGBTs.
Interpride.org

Pets: Approximately 12% of LGBT survey participants traveled with
pets during the last year, involving at least one overnight hotel stay.
Lesbians are far more likely to travel with pets than gay men (18%)
compared to 10%). Almost all pet-inclusive travel involves a dog (87%).
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What Gays Purchase
 Exclusively gay product

 Small percentage
 Mainstream product

 Vast majority
 Moment of “integration”

There has been a huge change. Gays first identified as gay travelers in 1970s
and joined tours, booked at hotels and went to destinations that were
exclusively gay.
Not much more comfort with going out and proud into mainstream world.

**This is a moment of integration.

In keeping with ongoing trends, gay men and lesbians prefer to travel in a gay-
friendly mix, which includes the LGBT community and progressive straights.
Over time this survey has found that fewer and fewer gay men and lesbians are
looking for an all-gay environment. However, about a third of LGBT
respondents do still prefer to travel in an all-LGBT environment, and that
group trends older in age
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How Gays Purchase

 Internet, internet, internet
 Trained to go directly to supplier
 80% purchased last vacation online

 Majority visited and compared at least 3 sites
 Only 25% visited one site and purchased products

 Gay decision maker has no relationship with
travel agents = missed opportunity

Gays are heavier and early users of Internet to book travel.
Use
Need to find gay information discreetly
Gays have been trained to go directly to supplier
Example of Jeff and Bruce going directly to Royal Caribbean
Went to RC not TA and because our experience taught us to go direct to
provider and not to TAs

gay decision maker; no relation to gay TAs this is a huge missed opportunity

While it is no surprise that over 80% of gay men and lesbians
purchased their last vacation online, it may surprise some travel
companies that the majority of participants visited and compared at
least three websites before making the purchase. Only 25% visited one
website and purchased their travel products there.
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Destinations

 Gay resorts
 Key West, Provincetown, Palm Springs, Ft.

Lauderdale, Fire Island, Rehoboth, Ogunquit
 Gay-popular urban (Americas)

 San Francisco, New York, New Orleans, West
Hollywood, Las Vegas, South Beach, Rio, Buenos
Aires, Montreal, Puerto Vallarta

Gay-specific destination product is mostly limited to a handful of gay
resorts
These are us only. There are others like canary islands, Mykonos, Sylt,
etc

Many of these gay urban getaways have sophisticated gay microsites
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Destinations

 Gay-popular urban (Europe)
 Amsterdam, Barcelona/Sitges,

Berlin, London, Paris, Madrid (Pride)
Antwerp, Bilbao, Copenhagen,
Manchester (Pride), Stockholm,
Prague (new official gay map)

 Gay-popular urban (other)
 Sydney, Cape Town, Bangkok,

 Surprising
 Punta del Este, Curacao, Saba,

Prince Edward Island, Tel Aviv,
Beirut, Cambodia,  Nepal

Madrid Pride

Many of these gay urban getaways have sophisticated gay microsites

•London is becoming hugely popular again. Prices down though still
expensive
•Royal Wedding 2011
•Olympics 2012
•Great (free) museums, etc.
•Madrid Pride, July 1-3, is considered one of the best in the world.
Worth going or revisiting

New (if already been to ‘old’ Europe)
•Antwerp for its culture and totally ‘post gay’ feeling (chief of police is
gay, was married to another police officer)
•Bilbao’s architecture and art
•Manchester is fun in the summer, especially during Pride., August 19-
29 (http://www.manchesterpride.com/)
•Prague has a new gay map from tourist office

•Surprising
•Point is gays are going everywhere; always have; now many of these
destinations market to gays

•Caribbean: not super gay friendly but gays LOVE so need to know gay
hotels there
•Saba shearwater resort gay owned; queens resort markets to gays
•Aruba holiday inn
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“Legal” Same-Sex Honeymoons

 Argentina
 Belgium
 Canada
 Iceland
 Netherlands

 Norway
 Portugal
 South Africa
 Spain
 Sweden

Can recommend a destination that has legalized same-sex
relationships to reward good gay travel behavior
These are the 10 countries where it’s legal
Plus Mexico City and many US states
Mexico: Mexico City
United States: CT, DC, IA, MA, NH, VT, Coquille
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Gay Accommodations

 Gay guesthouses
 Key West, Provincetown, Palm Springs, Ft. Lauderdale
 Chelsea Pines Inn (chelseapinesinn.com)

 Gay boutique hotels (new!)
 Lords South Beach (lordssouthbeach.com)
 Expanded Royal Palms (royalpalms.com)
 Axel Hotels: Barcelona, Berlin, Buenos Aires, NYC (soon)

(axelhotels.com)

Very limited number of gay product
Many of these do pay commissions
Chelsea pines commission is 10%
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Gay Cruises and Tours
 Cruises (and all-inclusive resorts)

 Atlantis 20th anniversary (atlantisevents.com)
 20,000/100,000 customers
 World’s largest cruise: 5,400 passengers

 RSVP 25th anniversary (rsvpvacations.com)
 R Family (rfamilyvacations.com)
 Sweet (discoversweet.com) and Olivia.com

(women)
 New: ConciergeTravel.cc

Cruises are big
Atlantis moves close to 20,000 customers a year; 100,000 database
First to charter world's largest cruise ship, the Allure with 5,400 passengers,
largest cruise ever; also does all-inclusive resorts at Club Meds
RSVP sister company with two cruises a year
R Family Vacations: was Rosie; small groups on family cruises; all-inclusive
resorts; adults-only on mainstream cruises
Sweet (DiscoverSweet.com) and Olivia.com for women
Other: Concierge Travel (conciergetravel.cc); Magnet Tours
(http://www.magnettours.jp)

NOTES:
Selling Atlantis, RSVP cruise you get 15%
HE is grandfather of them all
Adventure is big but luxury is growing
Also growing: volontourism; eco travel
R Family 10%
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Gay Tours
 Tour operators

 Hanns Ebensten (hannsebensten.com)
 Alyson Adventures (alysonadventures.com)
 Zoom Vacations (zoomvacations.com)
 Out Adventures (out-adventures.com)
 Wild Rainbow African Safaris

(WildRainbowSafaris.com)
 Hermes Tours (HermesTours.com)
 New: MagnetTours.jp (Japan)

NOTES:
HE is grandfather of them all
Adventure is big but luxury is growing
Also growing: volontourism; eco travel

Out-adventures
We work with agents and always have. We offer a standard 10% commission
which increases by 1% to a maximum of 15% with every 10 passengers they
send through us.
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How Gay is That Hotel?
 Sites, blogs, advertising
 TAG approved
 IGLTA member
 WorldRainbow.com (new)

After destination and sometimes before, hotel choice is the single most
important driver of satisfaction for an LGBT vacation.
It's critical to get this right
Learn the symbols to know what hotels market as gay friendly.

•Sites, blogs, advertising even (resources at end)
•TAG a system of self-identified gay friendly accommodations
•IGLA: the preeminent gay travel trade (and increasingly consumer)
association
•WorldRainbow is new and is for trade only to book hotels
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Straight but not Narrow
 Collections, groups

 Kimpton Hotels (kimptonhotels.com)
 Joie de Vivre (jdvhospitality.com)
 Personality Hotels (personalityhotels.com)
 Preferred Hotels (Preferred Pride;

phgoffers.com/program2.aspx?id=467)
 Harrah's Hotels (harrashotels.com)
 MGM Grand (mgmgrand.com)
 Wynn/Encore Las Vegas (wynnlasvegas.com)
 Marriott (marriottgaytravel.com)
 Hyatt Hotels (hyatt.com/hyatt/resorts/lgbt/index.jsp)
 W Hotels (whotels.com)

Many prefer the amenities of a larger hotel or a chain they are familiar with or
a hotel they can collect reward points while at the same time they want to
spend money in organizations that respect them.
So choose mainstream hotels carefully.

Many savvy hotels have been eagerly and successfully pursuing this segment
for years.
Kimpton has shed many lower price point properties and is concentrating on
luxury branding
Preferred is a collection of 4 and 5 star properties (PreferredHotels.com)
Many have gay-specific packages like wynnlasvegas.com/pride with 5
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In the Closet
 Follow the experts

 Gay travel sites
 Publications
 Blogs
 Influencers on Facebook, Twitter

 Call
 Time-consuming but critical

For the vast majority of hotels in the world, you don’t know if they are gay
friendly. This is very  hard! Without visiting there yourself.

Other hotels: if you don't know, you have to call the hotel and make sure the
hotel 1) won't be surprised there is one bed for two men; 2) have his and his
bathrobes; 3) ok to get couples massage and have romantic table at dinner; 4)
assess comfort level if holding hands by pool or in lobby
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Airlines
 American (aa.com/rainbow)
 JetBlue
 Cape Air (flycapeair.com)
 Porter (free WiFi, food, espresso on lounge)
 Delta
 Continental
 LAN

What makes an airline gay? How about a rental car company or cruise line?

It's usually the policies towards their gay employees and customer and,
especially, the equalization of benefits for the same-sex partners of their
employees and customers.
They have and also about their marketing efforts.
AA.com is huge in the gay market. Sustained effort. Much sponsorship, free
tickets for events and journalists
Sometimes it's just a style or attitude like Jetblue or Porter

Note: JEtBlue and Cape Air in summer for ptown
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Rental Car Companies
 Enterprise
 Avis

These are the only two that treat the same-sex partners of drivers
like married heterosexual couples.
These are the ones to rent for your gay customers
We don’t’ want our pink dollars going to homophobic companies
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Cruise Lines
 Royal Caribbean
 Celebrity Cruises
 Holland America
 Norwegian Cruise Lines
 Cunard

I'm not aware of any major cruise lines that are gay un-friendly.  By the same
token, none of them (that I'm aware of) really go out of their way to market
themselves to the LGBT market, like many airlines and hotels do.

But that being said, Atlantis works primarily with Royal Caribbean and
Celebrity, RSVP with Holland America and NCL, and R Family with NCL.  I
guess in some respects that makes them gay friendly.  They all certainly treat
their all-gay charterers and guests very well!
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Opportunity
 Selling gay product
 Finding and selling gay-friendly

mainstream product.
 There's a lot of money to be made,

especially in luxury segment and not a
lot of agents doing it. It's hard!

Not about 'gay friendly' it's about qualifying the experience from the
guest's/customer's point of view (Example: Mr. and Mrs. Klebba)
There are a few agents doing this and making money, like CarlosMelia.com
and DavidTravel.com. Go grab those dollars
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Challenges

 Very hard to identify and find gay
travelers

 Very hard to guarantee gay-friendly
end-user experience

 It's NOT about special treatment; it's
about sensitive treatment

If you do a little research. Ex: Caribbean if sending two men to caneel bay in
st. johns, you need to contact hotel. Need to ensure end experience is not about
special treatment but is about sensitive treatment. Any agent who can establish
that the experience is tailored to customer will have loyal customer. This is not
a client marketed to.
Hotels wants this demographic: Income, dollars to be spent. True on vendor
end and agent end.
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Marketing to LGBT Travelers

 This is the $65 B question!
 Social networking
 Advertising (FB ads)
 Actual physical networking: dot429,

GLCC, associations, IGLTA

Is it ok to ask if a traveler is gay? How do you find out, especially via email or
over phone?
Look for tell tale signs: two travelers of same gender together. May ask if they
want one bed or two for reservation though this still isn't necessarily definitive.
Get to know client; their favorite activities, hotels, destinations.
Join organizations to pro-actively find new clients.
Sponsor a local organization. Can simply host meetings in your agency
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Getting Started

 Build management and colleague
support

 Someone calls (we don’t do gay travel)
at the least refer them

 Do we have to be gay?

Research join the local groups
Local sports groups that are traveling
Local community center
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Best Practices
 Advertise as travel agent who can sell gay

travel
 What resonates with gay community?
 Cross promotions with gay groups
 Tips for exhibiting at gay consumer expos
 Collateral materials
 Marketing mistakes you should avoid

What resonates: legal same-sex honeymoons, shows (Glee); Pride

Gay consumer expos
Identify your primary feeder markets and if budgets are tight, exhibit in just
those cities. Use cross-promotions to open up other markets.
Distribute collateral materials that speak directly to the gay and lesbian travel
market.
Create an attention getting device to draw people to your table.  Some
destinations, like Dallas, have brought attractive cowboys with their shirts off.
Do bring your local drag queens or mascots to get attention.
K.I.S.S. Keep it simple stupid. Don’t overcomplicate your booth. It only
increases your cost to produce, ship and distribute.
Be very interested in where your booth is position and try to be grouped into a
travel pavilion if at possible.
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Resources
 IGLTA
 Gay and Lesbian Tourism: The Essential

Guide for Marketing by Jeff Guaracino
(gayandlesbianmarketing.com)

 Follow popular gay travel sites:
 EdSalvato.com
 GPS.OutTraveler.com
 About.com gay travel (http://gaytravel.about.com/)
 Shermans Travel gay blog

(http://www.shermanstravel.com/blogs/gay_travel/)
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More Resources

 Learn from the success of gay travel
agents
 DavidTravel.com
 CarlosMelia.com
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Thank you for coming!
 Download presentation at

EdSalvato.com/TravelShows
 Follow my travels on Twitter

 @EdSalvato
 Twitter.com/EdSalvato

 Happy travels!


